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Reception Class 

Ideas for learning at home! 

Literacy and Phonics 

This week, why not have a go at making an alien 

out of anything in your re-cycling. Have a look at 

aliens in books, films or on the internet (if you 

google ‘cartoon aliens’ you get the best results!) 

Read stories about what they get up to and talk 

about what they can do and what they look like. 

You can then design your own alien or two - draw 

them, decide how many arms, eyes and legs they 

may have, what shape, colour and size they are. 

Once you have done that have a go at making 

them - let your imagination run riot! Once you 

have your alien take it on an adventure using lots 

of words to describe what they get up to! If you 

want to, have a go at writing a story about them, 

remembering to say your sentence and count the 

words then use a capital letter and full stop when 

writing it. Send in your alien pictures for the 

school Facebook page, I would love to see them! 

Mathematics 

This week we are identifying number that are one 

more and one less. Children often confuse ‘more’ and 

‘less’ so this is great practise! Counting forwards to 

ten then backwards to zero using objects or images 

(rockets with numbers on are good for this - you can 

make your own or download one off the internet. 

Once you have counted them point to numbers and 

ask, ’What is one more than this number? One less?’. 

Once     children are confident with this you can go up 

to fifteen then twenty. Also playing games like snakes 

and ladders are good for identifying which number 

comes next, ‘that would be one more’ or less when 

you are going down snakes.  

 

RE/Topic 

Have you ever listened to the dawn 

chorus? I know it means getting up 

about 4am at the moment but it is 

a most wonderful experience that 

children will love! If you make a 

special occasion of it, maybe plan it 

and a special breakfast (it will be a 

bit like getting up really early to go 

on holiday - do you remember how 

exciting that was?). Moments of 

awe and wonder are the things we 

remember well into adulthood - 

give it a try! 

Hello all! 

It’s midsummer’s day this week, 

take the time to enjoy nature, it is 

really good for the soul! Children 

have that natural curiosity that we 

can lose as we get older - why not 

see if you can catch it from them 

this week? It will make you feel 

happier, I can guarantee it! 

Stay safe! 


